interfercntry experiments are very important in holography education. They are mainly divided into double-exposure , real-tine and tine average holographic interferartries . Because special equipints such as liquid gate and micropositioning base are very expensive , real-tine holographic interferctrtry experirrents which are thought to need those equipxnts are less popular in general laboratories. There are two well knvn ways to nke real-tine holographic interferartry experirrnts . One way is to replace developed film plate to its original place and another way is to develop film plate in-place .
Holography education ny be divided into broad realms1 .
Ncvadays, in
deçartrznt of physics and dejm'tnnt of electrical engineering of alnost all universities and colleges , holography is taught . It even does in fresliian physics of all science and engineering rrajor. It also implarented in other discipline such as optics, laser, non-destructive testing or art.
Sctrtirres it is implnted in the curriculum as an independent course. All these are in the college level . But holography education is also exnding into elnentary , junior high and high schools world-wide . There are also a number of holography galleries , musexns , and individual artists with labs who teach holography.
Costs of holography education facilities and equipnents , lcv to high range over approxintely one hundred tines .
With sand table and wooden mounts under self construction , people can n.ke a variety of simple holograms with a mininun anunt of effort and nney2.
As for rraking holographic interferciitry, especially real-time holographic interferattry experiment , additional equiçnnts are needed. It is beyond the ability for general laboratories to afford.
Holographic interfercinetry is very imortant in holography education because of its application in science and engineering. 0 We report sane easy ways by use simple equiçrnents which can be afforded by every laboratories.
One of the ways is even better than ways by using expensive equijrrnts such as liquid gate and rnicropositioning base.
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. REAL-TIME HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFERv1FTffiY REQURFAENT7
It is easier to explain rea1-tin holographic interferartry with double exposure holographic interfercinetry than to explain it directly. A double exposure of the hologram is rrade on the same plate with two exposures. The first exposure is usually nade with the object in an unstressed condition and the second is nwie with stress applied to the object and without disturbing the set-up.
Then One pattern will be the one you developed and the second jattern is created by the light you just turned on reflecting fran the object still in its original position .
The two patterns should natch exactly if nothing moved and the plate is replaced exactly in its original spot .
There are two ways by using different equijinents to obtain the strict conditions:nothing rroved and the plate is replaced exactly in its original position. The liquid gate is nonrally nude with high quality windows of (-7 glass and polished to 1-2 wave flateness.
Sane times for precision, glass windows are polished to A /4. Film plates can be processed either by pouring photographic chanicals in fran the top or by cycling chemicals fran an elevated supply tank into the gate throuph a bottctn drain/fill fitting. An overflow is safely vented through a separate fitting.
The set costs about two thousand US dollars . It is too expensive for general laboratories to aquire.
2.2.Replace the film plate in its original position
For example , a micropositioning base as shown in This assembly is mounted on a heavy duty riagnetic lase. The film plate in the film plate holder has nearly fixed position.
The microposioning base can be adjusted to amend the not exact anunt moved.
FXArLLY is a degree always difficult to obtain. This way is not reccnuended by the author. Besides, the cost is even higher than that of liquid gate arrangarnt.
The cost of either of the above mentioned ways can not be afforded by most of the general labs.
That is why real-time holographic interferartry is rarely rrade in most of the general labs.
There are four easy ways with in-expensive equipints to accanplish the in-place developarent successfully . The boxes are biscuits containers . They are used here for accept the drained pholographic chanicals.
With well absorbed chanicals solutions , the cotton or gauze pad is attached to the plate anulsion side.
With frequently replacing new jad, the plate is developed in-place.
. 2.Use sprayer to spray
Sprayers for plant and flower watering and for collar cleaning detergent can be used. Spray is n.de facing the anulsion side of the film plate. A plastic sheet or a sheet of glass should be hanged behind the film plate to block the stray chnicals.
3.3.Plastic bag liquid gate processing
Choosing a plastic bag of appropriate size to be large enough for containing the film plate holder and to be smil enough to save volume for chanicals solutions.
If the ngnetic base and post are not too high , the bag can be fixed as for fixing the boxes .
If the imgnetic base and post are high , the bag should be fixed under the film plate holder.
In this case, a hole with washer and scrv should be installed to accept the post tertight .
In all the cases , a hole connecting to a plastic tube is rrade at the bottcrn of the bag. Film plate can be processed by cycling chemicals fran a tank which can be ascended to fill into the gate through the plastic tube and which can be descended to drain fran the gate through the plastic tube too. When the chanicals are drained fran the gate, the bag can be lowered to give the film plate no blockade.
Movable tank processing
With plate holder nounted on a post and fixed upside down as shown in Fig. 4a , the plate can be processed by ascending the novable tank to a height to ininerse the plate and to do the processing as shown in Fig.4b . After developing, the tank can be descended and taken away.
: • CCMPARISICNS AND ANALYSES
Replace the film plate in its original position is not recctrrnended and not cançared .
Ccxnçarisons are rrade between glass window liquid gate and plastic bag liquid gate and between the four easy ways.
-. All these four easy ways leave no glass windows to block the light and to cause aberrations .
By wetting and spraying , the film plate is not well processed.
Inursing is better and inversing is the best. Inversing is also the most convenient way.
Measurarents of diffraction efficiencies of all in-place develoçnnt ways
The diffraction efficiences of all in-place develoçrent ways are nEasured. The results are shown in Table 1 The reported easy ways with low cost equipTnts will help to prcinote holography education, or real-time holographic interfercinetry education. 
